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DAQ++ is a C++ framework to develop Data Acquisition software.
The main actor is the DAQObject.
DAQObject
● It derives from ParameterHolder,
ParameterHolder which maintains a collection of Parameter
objects.
✔ Parameters are intended to store values of different types and notify to any
Observer any change on their value.
● It contains a RunState object that will notify to any Observer of any change in its
state
● They are named objects.

DAQObject objects can be in any of
these states.
Transition from one state to the next
is triggered by the commands sent
by the RunCommand.

Implementations of DAQObjects are:
● Module:
Module This object is a Data Producer. It is an abstract class defining the
interface of any object that communicates with any device from which we want
data from. It can also be, however, thought of as an object that reacts to DAQ
commands on an event by event basis.
● RunManager:
RunManager This object maintains a collection of Module objects and defines the
different acquisition modes, like pedestal, scanning parameters or normal data
taking. It is also an abstract class that defines the interface of a data receiver and
run controller object.
✔ The main role of this object is to send commands to the Module objects by
means of a RunCommand object that acts as a sort of Visitor.
✔ It is also in charge of getting the data from the different Modules and build the
event data stream.
✔ It also contains pointers to a Monitor to monitor the data and a DataLogger to
store the data.

Object creation:

On top of this structure there is the DAQmanager which controls the active
RunManager objects and maintains a list of all existing DAQObjects.

The DAQmanager is a Singleton. The
application gets the only instance by means of
a static method.
The DAQObjects are created by the application
and they are automatically stored in a dictionary
by the DAQmanager, so that one can always
retrieve them by their name
Modules need to register to their corresponding
RunManager. Modules can be in 2 states:
Global and Local. The RunManager will only
consider Modules in Global.
The RunManager needs to be activated after
creation to be considered by the DAQmanager
in the DAQ loop

The source can be found in http://sourceforge.net/projects/daqpp
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The DAQ loop:
The RunManager can be in 2 states: active and inactive. The DAQmanager only deals with active RunManagers.
Similarly, the RunManager will only interact on the registered Modulesif they are in Global mode.
The run can be executed in 2 modes:
● Sequential: The application starts the run and, if there are active RunManagers, takes data until the
EndOfRun condition is met.
● Threaded: The application starts the run, which executes in a different thread. The DAQ thread will wait until
there are active RunManagers, and as soon as there is any, it starts taking data.
The DAQ loopconsists of 3 stages:
● Initialization: the DAQmanager sends the commands to the RunManager and the RunCommand there will
distribute them to the different Modules.
● Data taking: The DAQmanager will ask the Trigger object for existing data. This object will sleep until there
are data available. At this stage the RunManager objects will ask their Modules for data and will build the
event data stream
● Finalization: when the EndOfRun condition is met, the StopRun phase will start
During the Data taking phase, one can optionally monitor the data with a Monitor object and store the data with a
DataLogger object. These two processes can also run in a separate thread

CORBA
There is also an IDL implementation of the interface that allows the DAQObject objects and the DAQmanager to
communicate using a CORBA implementation. A possible application is shown below.
The DAQmanager is running in a separate host controlling a number of Active RunManagers which run in different
machines or environments. Each of those RunManagers handle a collection of Modules which can also be in different
hosts. The Corresponding RunCommand will bridge the communication over the hosts.
At the same time, data can be monitored from another machine by an instance of a Monitor and, also, data can be
processed and stored physically by an EventBuilder, which is an implementation of a DataLogger.

An Application: VMEDAQ
VMEDAQ is a GUI front end for DAQ++. It uses Gtk as the graphical interface. It has been developed for the data
acquisition within the frame of the CIMA collaboration.
The application is general enough to allow loading dynamically libraries containing the implementations of
different Modules and RunManagers.
The application is driven by an XML configuration file where the location of the libraries, as well as the running
parameters are stored. It also provides a graphical interface to edit those configuration parameters
VMEDAQ also implements the Monitor and DataLogger objects so that data can be monitored and stored. It
provides the means to graphically see the monitored data.

VMEdaq main window

Python
There is a Python module that allows to create DAQObjects in Python and write the DAQ software in Python.
It also allows to put together DAQObjects implemented in C++ and Python.
This module, together with the CORBA interface, makes very easy to implement a DAQ system that runs in different
nodes.

VMEdaq monitor window

